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condition, not just treating the symptoms. For children with autism spectrum disorders, ADHD, or other 
behavioral or developmental challenges, the approach we generally use is to first ask the following two 
questions:

1. Is this child’s body and brain getting what they need to function optimally?

2. Is something getting into this child’s body and brain which is interfering with their ability to function
     optimally?

A functional medicine approach to treatment involves giving the body and brain what they need and
eliminating those things which may be interfering. This is a simple organizing framework from which very 
complex and elegant treatment options flow. The goal of treatment is to optimize function. This means that 
even if it is not possible to be sure what the name/label of a child’s condition is, this approach can still be 
helpful. Optimizing function does not require that the symptoms have a name.

Nutrients/factors which the body and brain may need to function optimally include:

    - Vitamins (e.g. vitamins A, C, D, E, B vitamins)
    - Minerals (e.g., zinc, magnesium, iron)
    - Essential fatty acids (particularly omega-3 fatty acids)

Optimal levels of nutrients are also needed for various chemical pathways and for optimal functioning of 
mitochondria, the energy-generating machinery in the cells.

Factors which may be interfering with optimal function include:

    - Food sensitivities or intolerances

Functional medicine is an approach to the treatment of a disease or disorder 
which involves looking at the underlying causes or contributing factors to a 
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    - Intestinal dysbiosis (imbalanced bacteria, yeast overgrowth)
    - Poor detoxification (of internally or externally derived toxins)
    - Oxidative stress
    - Inflammation (of gut, brain)
    - Poor mitochondrial function (poor energy generation)
    - Poor absorption of nutrients
    - Excessive histamine (from allergies or inflammation)

Children with autism spectrum disorders, as a group, have a host of nutritional deficiencies and biochemical 
disorders or dysfunctions. Children with ADHD or other behavioral/developmental challenges can have many 
similar issues, though generally not to the same breadth or depth as those seen in individuals with autism. 
The clinician’s goal is to determine, for each child, the specific deficiencies and imbalances present in order to 
individualize treatment.

A functional medicine evaluation involves:

    - A comprehensive, detailed history. This is the most important “test.” The history includes detailed
       information regarding birth history, medical history, diet and nutrition, medications and supplements,
       developmental milestones, behavioral issues, educational and therapy history, and family/social history.

    - A detailed physical examination. This includes traditional general and neurological examinations as well
       as a focus on physical findings which might indicate nutritional deficiencies.

    - Laboratory testing. This is guided by the history and physical examination. Tests may include blood, urine,
       stool or saliva testing to look for the deficiencies and dysfunctions described above.

Functional medicine treatments are then directed at correcting the underlying deficiencies and dysfunctions 
with the goal of restoring optimal body and brain functioning. The goals are both to support optimal health 
as well as to improve the problematic behavioral or developmental symptoms, in order to help the child 
reach his/her potential and have the best quality of life possible.

This approach allows us to individualize care and move from a more “generic” approach to treatment to one 
focused on the particular child’s needs. We have yet to see a “generic” child and we strive to create treat-
ment approaches which are tailored to the individual child and family.
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Pamela J. Compart, M.D.
Dr. Compart is a developmental pediatrician who founded HeartLight Healing Arts with the goal of bringing 
together skilled practitioners from a variety of disciplines to provide comprehensive, integrated health care to 
children, adults and families. She has a particular expertise in and passion for treating children with autism 
spectrum disorders.  She performs comprehensive assessments and provides ongoing treatment, combining 
both traditional medical and functional medicine/integrative approaches.

Dr. Compart received her medical degree from Case Western Reserve University.  She completed a pediatric 
residency at Children’s National Medical Center in Washington, D.C., including an additional year as a Chief Resi-
dent.  She also completed a 3-year fellowship training program in behavioral and developmental pediatrics at the 
University of Maryland School of Medicine, after which she was on academic faculty there for 2 years.  She subse-
quently practiced in a variety of hospital and outpatient settings until she founded HeartLight Healing Arts in 
2001.  She is board-certified in Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics. She lectures locally and nationally on 
traditional and functional medicine approaches to the treatment of autism and other developmental disorders.  
She is a co-author of two books: “The Kid-Friendly ADHD and Autism Cookbook” and “The ADHD and Autism 
Nutritional Supplement Handbook.”

“When treating a child, I try to bring the best that I have learned from all aspects of my training.  My goal is to 
look below the diagnosis, to identify all the potential factors which may be contributing to that child’s chal-
lenges.  I find a functional medicine approach particularly helpful, which involves asking two basic questions:
    1) Is this child’s body and brain getting everything they need to function optimally? And/or
    2) Is something getting into this child’s body and brain which are interfering with their ability to function
        optimally.
Addressing these simple questions can lead to complex and elegant treatment interventions, combining tradi-
tional therapies, medications, dietary changes, nutritional supplements, etc., with the goal of improving overall 
function.
In treating the underlying factors, the goal is not to change the child.  Rather the goal is to allow that child’s best 
self to shine through, so that he/she can have the best possible quality of life.  This is ideally done in true partner-
ship with parents whose input is essential and valued.”
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